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ABSTRACT 

In this paper, the author investigates the role of product, service. and price-relative to cornpetition- 
in determining customer value perceptions among buyers of northern hardwood lumber. Based on 
survey data collected in December 1999, this study examines the importance of attributes affecting 
purchase decisions and compares these findings with a regression approach incorporating an explicit 
customer value measurement. These data indicate that attributes deemed important to the purchaser 
are not necessarily the same attributes related to perceptions of highly valued suppliers. Results indicate 
that consistent availability o f  desired species and aesthetic qualities of shipments are the most influ- 
cntial attributes in the identification of suppliers providing high levels of customer value. Finally, 
value perceptions are examined across broad industrial buyer segments. 

Kcy~vords: Customer value, hardwood lumber. marketing research, logistic regression 

INTRODUCTION 

The term "customer value" has emerged as 
one of the most frequently used terms in mar- 
keting circles, while simultaneously it has 
been interpreted in a multitude of ways. 
Throughout the literature, two bipolar defini- 
tions have emerged, requiring additional clar- 
ification before proceeding. The primary rea- 
son for this confusion most probably stems 
from the fact that customer value has been 
used to describe value both from and to the 
customer. In the former, it has represented a 
measure of worth attributed to a customer, or 
segment of customers, that is realized by a 
company (Slywotzky 1996). In the latter, val- 
ue has been used to convey some perception 
ol' a quality-price relationship a company de- 
livers to its customers (Band 199 1 ; Day 1999; 
Gale 1994; Naumann 1995). For the purposes 
of this paper, the discussion focuses on the lat- 
ter definition by examining the value delivered 
by hardwood lumber suppliers, as perceived 
by their customers. 

For the past two decades, the forest prod- 
~ ~ c t s  industry has sought profitability primarily 
throi~gh internally focused programs, such as 

quality management, continuous operations 
process improvement, reengineering, and re- 
structuring initiatives. However, because of 
the emergence of more demanding customers, 
global competition, and much improved ac- 
cess and speed of communications, research- 
ers have postulated that the next major source 
of competitive advantage will likely come 
from superior customer value delivery (Wood- 
ruff 1997). Customer-oriented management 
philosophies, as well as conceptual frame- 
works linking this philosophy with competi- 
tive advantage, have existed for some time 
(Day 1994). However, operational gaps have 
substantially slowed the process from theory 
to practice. Although there may be many caus- 
es for this gap, Woodruff (1997) points to a 
lack of operational tools available to managers 
that enable them to compete on superior cus- 
tomer value delivery. 

The ability to compete based on customer 
value is dependent on a supplier's ability to 
address two focal questions, "What are the di- 
mensions of value that customers care about?" 
and "How do competing brands [offerings] 
fare on these dimensions?" (Treacy and Wjer- 
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sema 1995). The former has been examined at 
great length, both within and outside of the 
forest products industry. The most common 
approach has been to measure the "impor- 
tance" of attributes/dimensions affecting var- 
ious customer decisions, typically purchasing 
decisions. For illustrative purposes, examples 
of this technique include: Eastin et al. (1 999), 
examining the importance of various attributes 
impacting material substitution in the residen- 
tial construction industry; Smith and Smith 
( 1999), identifying trade shows as the most 
important promotional medium impacting 
woodworking machinery purchases; Roadcap 
et al. (2000), presenting attributes important to 
the implementation of ED1 technologies with- 
in the home center industry; and Forbes et al. 
( 1  994), examining attributes influencing lum- 
ber purchases in the furniture industry. Within 
this approach, researchers generally suggest 
that the highest scoring attributes are those 
creating the greatest value to respondents; 
however, few articles have studied perceived 

competitive offerings (Sinha and DeSarbo 
1998) and to examine its relationship with 
market share (Rust et al. 1999). 

Although Reddy and Bush (1998) provide 
an interesting model to estimate customer 
trade-offs between product quality, price, and 
perceived product value of softwood lumber, 
the author is unaware of research investigating 
the performance of multiple forest products 
suppliers in an effort to determine sources of 
high customer value assessment in a compet- 
itive environment. This article begins by pro- 
viding a basic framework for customer value 
within a competitive environment. Next, the 
author discusses the importance of various 
product/service attributes in identifying sourc- 
es of customer value, examining first a series 
"importance" ratings, followed by the devel- 
opment of a logistic regression approach fo- 
cused on supplier performance. Finally, con- 
clusions and managerial implications for the 
hardwood lumber industry are presented. 

Qunl>t\ 
I'rodu~t 

S c w t ~ c  Qual~ty, 

Serv~cc  
Qualtty, 

value as a focal construct (Sinha et al. 1998; 
THI3 CONCEPT OF CUSTOMER VALUE 

Reddy and Bush 1998). The latter question of 
competitive benchmarking in customer value To graphically illustrate the concept of val- 
analysis has usually taken the form of simple ue and value-added strategies, the author has 
mapping procedures (Gale 1994). However, adapted concepts developed by Irwin Gross 
recent research has examined more complex (1997) and Roger Best (1999), depicted by the 
models of comparative customer value to map traditional supplier in Fig. 1.  Within this 
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framework, value is created by supplying 
through proprietary advantages in product 
quality over competition and through more 
convenient and/or cost-effective service offer- 
ings than those of competitors. The central fo- 
cus of these value-creating activities centers 
on the relativity of offerings. Value in indus- 
trial markets is not determined in a vacuum, 
but rather vis-A-vis competing products or ser- 
vices acquired to fulfill a particular business 
function. Therefore, the nature of value in 
business markets is primarily economic. Sup- 
pliers most typically compete based on their 
ability to improve customers' operations rela- 
tive to the next best solution, either internally 
generated or out sourced. 

Once value is created, delivering value to 
the customer is a function of how it is allo- 
cated between stakeholders. First, a portion of 
the value created is directed to the supplier's 
supply chain. The creation of value does not 
come without a cost. The supplier must allo- 
cate a portion of the offering's value to raw 
material suppliers, personnel, power, transpor- 
tation and delivery expenses, and so on. The 
supplier's total costs of production represent 
value created by all players in the supply chain 
up to this point (it is important to note that 
each of these costs represents an earlier value 
analysis, beginning with the price charged for 
the total value delivered to the supplying com- 
pany in our example). Once production costs 
are accounted for, the supplying firm captures 
some proportion of value in the form of a prof- 
it margin. Supplying firms must capture an ap- 
propriate return in order to continue opera- 
tions. Contrary to the popular axiom, "value 
is whatever someone is willing to pay," in this 
model, customer value is a strategic decision 
to leave enough value on the table to motivate 
customers to buy. 

Two important caveats need to be discussed 
when applying this type of customer value 
framework: segmentation and competition. 
First, each value assessment (i.e., the deter- 
mination of total value created through prod- 
uct and service quality, the costs of delivering 
the offering, and the ability to capture value 

in the form of profit) is highly dependent on 
the attitudes and behaviors of customer seg- 
ments (Zeithaml 1988; Bolton and Drew 
199 1 ). Therefore, value measurements are 
most meaningful when specifically targeted 
segments of the market are examined. Second, 
customer value becomes operational only 
when examined relative to competitive offer- 
ings. To illustrate this point better, the concep- 
tual framework developed in Fig. 1 has been 
expanded to illustrate competitive pressures 
based on two hypothetical value-oriented strat- 
egies: service and cost-leadership. Within 
these illustrative examples, the traditional sup- 
plier discussed above represents a baseline for 
comparison against two other competitors tar- 
geting the same customer segment. 

The first example represents a typical cost- 
leadership strategy employed by many com- 
modity-oriented manufacturers during the past 
decade. Through various manufacturing and ad- 
ministrative process improvements, this com- 
petitor has effectively reduced overall costs of 
production without affecting product or service 
quality. This cost reduction is then allocated in 
a way that adds value to the customer through 
a price reduction (price, - price,). Suppliers 
must also be motivated to provide value-added 
products and services; thus the company cap- 
tures a portion of the value created by the cost 
reduction through increased margins (price re- 
duction to customers is less than the overall cost 
reduction) and the potential for increased market 
share. 

The second competitor represents one com- 
peting on a service quality strategy. This hard- 
wood lumber producer may, for example, pro- 
vide an additional length sort targeted to this 
customer segment, thus eliminating a similar 
sorting process at the buyer's facility and in- 
creasing material utilization. Given the sup- 
plier's excess capacity in its current sorting 
operations (i.e., additional plant space, idle 
employees, etc.), it is able to absorb the cost 
of this additional sorting process with minor 
cost implications (cost, - cost,). The benefits 
of a length-sorted product offering are then 
positioned to provide a significant return to the 
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supplier, while adding customer value by sub- 
stantially decreasing the customer's total costs 
(the cost reduction from reduced sorting and 
increased yield [service,] minus the price pre- 
mium of length-sorted lumber [price, - 
price,]). By viewing customer value in this 
way, we are able to examine comparative cus- 
tomer value ratings of hardwood lumber sup- 
pliers (i.e., the value distributed to the custom- 
er), and begin to tease out the product, service, 
and price attributes most influential in the de- 
termination of those ratings. 

METHODS 

A mail survey instrument was designed to 
address customer perceptions related to cus- 
tomer value, competitive benchmarking, and 
product purchasing behavior. The initial ques- 
tionnaire was administered on November 30, 
1999, with a follow-up survey mailed on De- 
cember 14, 1999. A convenience sample of 
460 U.S. purchasers of hardwood lumber was 
identified based on customer and prospect lists 
of two hardwood lumber operations in the up- 
per Midwest. Cost restraints and proprietary 
objectives restricted the sample size to current 
and potential customers of the research spon- 
sors. Of the 460 mailings, 9 surveys were re- 
turned as nondeliverable or were returned by 
the company indicating that its business op- 
erations were not appropriate for the study. In 
total, 1 10 usable responses were returned, re- 
sulting in an adjusted response rate of 24.4% 
( 1  10/[460-91). It is important to note that al- 
though the subjects represent a subset of buy- 
ers potentially predisposed to the purchase of 
northern hardwoods, their responses relate to 
all of their hardwood lumber purchased re- 
gardless of the source's origin. 

KES1JI.TS AND DISCUSSION 

Respondent profile 

The majority of U.S. buyers are located in 
the Great Lakes and Midwest region (Fig. 2). 
Nearly 63% of respondents operated in these 
two regions. Western and Southeastern re- 
spondents were fairly well represented with 

Midwest 

Northeast 

~, I ; " 

I% 1 , 
' ; I i ' , ,  ,) Southea5t 

- A  c ~ , \, i- . '  r 
L . '  ~ 

South Central 1 
FIG 2 Respondent5 by geograph~c reglon (n = 108) 

18% and 12% operating in these regions, re- 
spectively. However, very few respondents 
came from the South Central and Northeast 
regions. Red oak was the species purchased by 
the greatest number of respondents (82% of 
respondents indicated purchasing this species 
from at least one of their top three suppliers), 
followed by hard maple (62%), and black 
cherry (5  1 %). Those purchasing black cherry 
generally purchased very little of the species; 
on average, only 10% of these customers' pur- 
chases (in terms of volume) were black cherry. 
In terms of volume, 34% of the sample's re- 
ported purchases were red oak, 15% were hard 
maple, and 9% were poplar. Basswood, ash, 
and soft maple were the next most purchased 
species by volume, representing 7%, 6%, and 
6% of the sample's purchases, respectively. 

Respondents were also asked to indicate 
their companies' primary line of business. The 
largest percentage of respondents indicated 
lumber distribution as their primary line of 
business. Lumber distribution was indicated 
by 35% of responding companies. The more 
traditional hardwood lumber buyers followed 
(hardwood components, 12%; millwork, 12%; 
furniture, 1 1 %; and cabinetry, 10%). Overall, 
nearly 90% of respondents indicated either an 
upper-level management position or a market- 
inglsales middle-level position. This would 
suggest that the vast majority of individuals 
responding to the survey are aware of the pur- 
chasing decisions of the company and are 
knowledgeable in the content of the survey 
subject matter. 

Self-reported 1999 projected sales were 
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FIG. 3. Reported 1999 Sales of Respondents 

used as a measure of respondent company 
size, and are presented in Fig. 3. The largest 
percentage of respondents were from compa- 
nies with sales between $1 million and $5 mil- 
lion, followed by those with sales from $10 to 
$25 million. These sales volumes were gen- 
erated by 109 employees, on average, with 
furniture and cabinet manufacturers employ- 
ing the most people (155 and 342, respective- 
ly) and millwork and component nianufactur- 
ers employing the fewest people (73 and 59, 
respectively). Although the purpose of this pa- 
per is not to provide a profile of purchasers of 
hardwood lumber, respondent data are rela- 
tively consistent with past research examining 
hardwood lumber buyers (Idassi et al. 1994; 
Bush et al. 1990; Tripp-Umbach 1999). Given 
the nonrandom nature of the survey design, 
statistical inference cannot be made to a larger 
hardwood buyer population. However, in prac- 
tice, segmentation within business-to-business 
markets (i.e., the development of homoge- 
neous subsets of current and prospective cus- 
tomers) has historically been conducted 
around size, industrial classification, and geo- 
graphic location (Lilien 1987:). Therefore, the 
tirmographic similarities of the study's respon- 
dents to those of more statistically valid sam- 
pling schemes indicate that in addition to the 
academic insight gained from examining mul- 
tiple measures of customer value, managerial 

insight may be gained into the perceptions of 
hardwood lumber purchasers of like size, busi- 
ness focus, and location. 

Importanc.e ratings oJ'product/servic.e 
attributes 

Respondents were first asked to rate the rel- 
ative importance of product and service attri- 
butes as they relate to their hardwood lumber 
purchasing decisions. Results from these ques- 
tions are listed in Table 1. Consistent thick- 
ness, on-time delivery, and competitive price 
were indicated as the three most important 
product/service attributes related to hardwood 
lumber purchases. Availability of environmen- 
tally certified products and custom drying ser- 
vices were assigned the lowest importance 
scores. 

Utilizing one-way analysis of variance tests, 
significant differences among importance rat- 
ings were found to exist between business 
lines, indicating implications for segmentation 
strategies. Respondents indicating cabinetry as 
their primary line of business reported high 
levels of importance in the areas of consistent 
color, texture, and grain and the geographic 
region from which the lumber was sourced, 
compared to those operating in other lines of 
business. In sharp contrast to cabinetry re- 

spondents-and in many ways lumber djslrjb- 
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Consistent thickness 
On-time delivery 
Competitive price 
Abailability of desired species 
Consistent color 
Lumber \ourced from preferred geographic rcgion 
Ordcr handling 
T e x t ~ ~ r e  and grain 
Payment terms 
Expertise of salespeople 
I,onp length\ (9 l't. and longer) 
Packaging 
Thickness options 
A\ailability of custom drying 
Availability of environmentally certified products 
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utors, component manufacturers, and furniture Determinants of customer value 
producers who placed their greatest emphasis 
on color and a geographically specific 
source-blindlshutter and flooring respon- 
dents were relatively uninterested in issues of 
color, texture, or thickness options, but were 
most interested in favorable payment terms. 

Although one might quickly conclude that 
those attributes rated the highest in terms of 
importance are areas deserving the central fo- 
cus in the market planning process, additional 
analyses examining the performance of sup- 
pliers yield slightly different results. Although 
the issues of consistent thickness, competitive 
price, and on-time delivery are certainly im- 
portant to buyers of hardwood lumber, these 
attributes may more closely represent a sup- 
pliers "ante" into the game of hardwood lum- 
ber supply. In other words, it could be argued 
that these attributes are those necessary to 
merely engage in the business of selling hard- 
wood lumber, and not the ones adding the nec- 
essary value to influence purchases, maintain 
customer loyalty, or demand any sort of price 
premium over competition. The following 
analysis attempts to examine the ability of 
productlservice attributes to explain differenc- 
es in the level of value delivered by hardwood 
lumber suppliers. 

The value construct.-In addition to rating 
the importance of product/service/price attri- 
butes on purchase decisions as a whole, re- 
spondents were asked to rate their top three 
(volume) suppliers' performance in areas sim- 
ilar to those discussed previously in Table 1 
on a five-point "excellence" scale (5  = ex- 
cellent, 1 = poor). Respondents were also 
asked to rate each supplier on the higher-order 
variable of "overall value delivered by sup- 
plier" ( 5  = excellent, 1 = poor). Prior re- 
search has indicated that behavioral changes, 
particularly loyalty, among customers tend to 
be intensified when differences in value are 
perceived relative to competition (Jones and 
Sasser 1995; Rust et al. 1999; Gale 1994). 
Supporting this postulation, a preliminary ex- 
amination of respondent data supports that 
value, purchase volume, and relationship ap- 
pear to be related (see Table 2). Respondents' 
largest volume suppliers accounted for over 
52% of purchases made from suppliers listed 
(approximately one third of total purchases). 
Suppliers ranking second and third in terms of 
volume accounted for 27% and 21 % of pur- 
chases from, respectively 16% and 13% of to- 
tal purchases. Using paired samples t-tests, 
significant differences in purchase volume ex- 
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TAIIL~.  2. Pcrrc.lrri.sc, volume, rc~lution.sliil~, and customer value perceptions of' respondents 

Top w p p l ~ e r ,  hy volume 

Sunnllcrr r,~nhcil #I Sunol~cr \  ranked #2  Sumlier<  ranked #3 S ~ p n ~ f ~ o a n c e '  

Percent of purchases2 52.67 26.78 20.55 I > 2 , 2 > 3 , 1 > 3  
(n = 75) (n = 75) (n = 75) 

Relationship (years) 7.95 7.43 5.88 1 > 3 , 2 > 3  
( n  = 80) ( n  = 75) (n = 62) 

Pcrccived value delivered3 4.39 4.13 3.96 1 > 2 , 2 > 3 , 1 > 3  
(11 = 94) (n = 90) (n = 82) 

I t'.~~vcd-\;tmple\ I - I C ~ L I  \\cl.c u\ed 10 le\l I U I  d ~ f t c ~ c n c e i  In v;~l-tahlc rnc;ins hetween c:itcgorle\ ot \uppl~cr \  lrrr each rc\pondent ( a  = 0 0 5 )  For exalnple, " I  
1' ~ndtc;tlc\ lh.tl lllc u.irl;lhlz mean i,l \~cpplrcl- ranhud #I 15 \ ~ g n ~ h c a n t l y  yrc;iter than the v;il~;thlc 1nc.m of \nppl~cr  ranked #2. a1 thc 95% conlidencc 

I c " c I  
' I'e~cctrl < , I  I<,[> 1111.~~ \ I I I > ~ I I C . I \ '  ~ L I T C ~ > ~ \ C I  T C ) ~  ttltre ~purihit\cr\ .ICCOUIII 101 itppr~~lrni!ti.ly h2'L 01 r c \ p ~ r l d ~ n t \ '  I~ l i l l  purchii\e V O I U I I I C  111 lYY9. 
' t'crcc~\cd \.$lilt i lcltve~ed hy wppllcr 15 ~r~c.$\urcd on ,I 5-ponnt \~..~lc. where 5 - enccllcnt .lnd I - p < ~ w  

ist between each supplier category, at the 95% 
level of confidence. In addition, the buyerlsup- 
plier relationship, in years, progresses direc- 
tionally in a like manner (the average number 
of years purchasing from top suppliers is 8.0 
years, followed by 7.4 and 5.0 years for sec- 
ond- and third-rated suppliers, respectively). 
In this case, the relationship appears to be 
most impacted outside a customer's top two 
suppliers, in that the average number of years 
conducting business with a third-ranked sup- 
plier is significantly lower than first- or sec- 
ond-rated suppliers (a = 0.05). Similarly, re- 
spondents' largest suppliers were seen as pro- 
viding the greatest degree of value (4.39 on a 
5-point scale), while suppliers ranked second 
and third received value scores of 4.13 and 
3.96, respectively. Significant differences in 
customer value were detected between each of 
supplier categories. Although a causal link is 
not proven through this analysis, suppliers 
viewed by customers as providing higher rel- 
ative value, on average, supply larger volumes 
of lumber and maintain longer relationships. 

Although customer value delivered was 
measured using a five-point scale, in the fol- 
lowing analysis customer value is modeled di- 
chotomously. Two previous studies predomi- 
nantly influenced this line of analysis, Jones 
and Sasser ( 1  995) and Sinha et a]. ( 1  999). 
Jones and Sasser found that within highly 
competitive markets (defined as markets with 
low product differentiation, substantial cus- 
tomer indifference, many substitutes, and low 

switching costs-markets quite similar to 
those of hardwood lumber) completely satis- 
fied customers were significantly more likely 
to repurchase a firm's products than just sat- 
isfied customers. They also found that even a 
slight drop from complete satisfaction created 
an enormous drop in loyalty. Although satis- 
faction and customer value are not entirely 
synonymous, a similar relationship can be rea- 
sonably hypothesized, whereby even a slight 
deviation from "excellent" value delivery 
may have severe consequences. Similarly, Sin- 
ha et al. (1999) modeled the effect of per- 
ceived customer value on customer loyalty 
where individuals were categorized as being 
either "loyals" or "non-loyals" based on 
"noticeable dichotomies . . . along perceptual 
and behavior variables." In addition, this 
study provides evidence linking customer val- 
ue perceptions to loyalty, whereby relatively 
little movement on the value scale resulted in 
reassignment between loyalty groups (mean 
value rating of loyals equaled 4.03 compared 
to 3.42 for non-loyals). While not explicitly 
modeled, the data collected in this study also 
express similar tendencies. Even at relatively 
high levels of customer value, a 10% reduc- 
tion in perceived value delivered by suppliers 
(the difference between first- and third-ranked 
suppliers, 4.39 to 3.96 on a five-point scale) 
corresponds with a 61 % reduction in purchase 
volume (52.67% versus 20.55%, respectively) 
and a 26% reduction in customer tenure (7.95 
versus 5.88, respectively). Each of these ex- 
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amples indicates that a customer's movement 
along a value scale is of primary concern to a 
supplying firm once a critical hurdle rate is 
overcome, the rate by which a customer's be- 
havior is impacted, whether it be a measure of 
purchasing volume or loyalty. 

A lagi,stical regression approach.-Given 
the focus of this study on respondents' best 
suppliers and the relatively high degree of 
overall value delivered by the suppliers iden- 
tified in this study (p = 4.15 [S.D. = 0.788]), 
"excellent" or "significantly above average" 
value was identified as a rating of 5 on the 
overall value scale (n = 70); suppliers receiv- 
ing these ratings are classified as "high value" 
suppliers throughout the paper. All other rat- 
ings (1-4) were classified as "less than ex- 
cellent." The supplier ratings (up to three rat- 
ings per respondent) were then stacked so that 
supplier performance ratings could be ana- 
lyzed in aggregate. This process yielded 192 
complete sets of performance ratings, each 
containing the performance ratings for the 15 
productlservice attributes, a measure of com- 
petitive price, and the supplier's corresponding 
overall value category. Supplier performance 
scores were removed from the analysis if any 
one of the seventeen questions was omitted. 

A logistic regression approach is employed 
to examine the attributes influencing the prob- 
ability of a suppliers being classified as pro- 
viding substantially above average customer 
value, relative to other suppliers. Table 3 pro- 
vides selected descriptive statistics of vari- 
ables analyzed. Nearly 35% of the suppliers 
rated were classified as providing high levels 
of customer value. The productlservice and 
price attribute means are based on respondent 
ratings of suppliers on the five-point "excel- 
lence" scale described above (5 = excellent, 
1 = poor). Overall, consistent thickness and 
salesperson expertise were rated highest, in- 
dicating that the industry is providing high 
levels of product quality and service in these 
areas. Ability to place orders electronically 
and the availability of environmentally certi- 
fied products were rated poorest in terms of 
supplier performance; however, these attri- 

TABLE 3. Descriptive .stuti.stics,fnr supplier performance 
mrings. 

Consistent thickness 192 4.224 0.777 
Salesperson expertise 192 4.208 0.855 
Payment terms 192 3.948 0.936 
Packaging 192 3.938 0.884 
Competitive price 192 3.932 0.927 
Consistent color 192 3.807 0.970 
Order handling 192 3.802 0.977 
Texture and grain 192 3.797 0.866 
Availability of species 192 3.776 0.953 
On-time delivery 192 3.766 0.983 
Preferred geographic source 192 3.712 1.039 
Long lengths (9 ft. plus) I92 3.61 1 1.106 
Thickness options 192 3.422 1.178 
Custom drying 192 2.927 1.423 
Availability of certified product 192 2.573 1.308 
Electronic ordering 192 2.172 1.214 
High value2 192 0.349 0.478 

I Suppljer pcrlbrmance rating\ ;ire h a d  on a 5-paint "rxccllcncc" ~ c a l r .  
wherr I = poor and 5 - exccllcr~t 
' High value IS dctined ;I\ \uppller.; receiving s~gn~lic;inlly hlghrl- than ;I"- 

cragr ovcrall value r;rung\. wherc I - ahnve average baluc rlelivered ;ind 
0 = average 10 low value dcl~vcred. Dcscript!vc \tiit\ are pnwided Ccrr 
case\ in which thr respondent rated a supplier on all product/.;erv~cc ar- 
trlhutea and as\r\scd the ovcrall value del~vcred, only l'hercfi>re, nczirly 
3 5 1  nf ~ u p p I ~ c r \  r i i l~d  were catcporued as "hrgh baluc" wppllcr\. 

butes were also seen as being of least impor- 
tance to respondents. Availability of certified 
products was rated as the least important of all 
productlservice attributes (see Table 1). In a 
separate line of questioning not discussed di- 
rectly in this paper, respondents rated placing 
orders on line as the least important technol- 
ogy-driven activity affecting their businesses 
(p = 2.84, where 1 = not at all important and 
7 = very important). It is important to note 
that on-time delivery, the second most impor- 
tant attribute to respondents (Table l ) ,  was rat- 
ed the tenth best in terms of supplier perfor- 
mance (Table 3). The mean performance rat- 
ing for on-time delivery was 3.75, a value sig- 
nificantly lower than 4.0 at the 95% 
confidence level. 

As mentioned previously, a logistic regres- 
sion model is used to estimate the factors that 
influence the likelihood of a supplier as being 
categorized as providing above average cus- 
tomer value. The results from the overall mod- 
el (Table 4) indicate that high performance rat- 
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Packaging 0.783 1 1.084 0.0009 2.187 
A c a i l a h i l i t y  of d e s i r e d  ~ p e c i e s  0.967 14.48 1 0.000 1 2.630 
O n - t i m e  d e l i v e t - y  0.814 13.660 0.0002 2.256 
C o n s t a n t  - 10.794 43.173 0.0000 

I l i r l lmat~ng lrlnct~c,n err~ployccl 15 of Ihe I~BI-III :  ln[p/ l  I - p) l  = h,, h l x l  + hzx2 t . + h,x, t e. A f ~ ( u , l r d  cond111on;rl \ t rpu l \c  procedure W;I\ u\cd 10 
~dci,tff> \;lll;ihlc\ ~ncludci l  I I ~  thc rnoilul 
A I 75.76 (ill - 3. 51g - 0.00) M d c l  conccfl) c:llrgorl,c\ 7X'A of \upptler\ 

' 117 olilcc 10 I C ~ L I I U  i l ic CIICCI\ 01 I~IL~I~~c~~II I I Ic~~~I~:~.  three \:~r~i lhlc\ were removed f rom the ana ly \~ \  duc to l i ~ g h  palrwl\c c,,!rclatl~)n cocft ic~enl\ (CC) with 
c,thcl ~ ;u lah lc \  11, thc n,<dcl Tcnlul-c ;~nd gr.lln (ci,n\l\tcnt colrrl. CC - 0.XI ). Lurnhcr \uurccd from preferred pcogr ; iph~ rcglon (con\l\lcnl color and 
, ~ \ a ~ l a h ~ l ~ t >  01 de511cd rpcc~cr. C(' - 0 56 ;,nil 0 52 ~c\pci. t~\el> I .  and long length, (pachag~ng. CC - 0.45). Kcmi,\al or thu5r var~;lhle\ had llttlc effcct on 
thc \;w;~hlc\ ~nclucleil In lhc c,l<,dcI or I ~ C  I I I . L~ I I~U~C m d  d~~.cct ion 01 lhctr c o e f t i ~ ~ c c ~ l \  

ingsin the areas of availability of desired spe- 
cies, packaging, and on-time delivery most in- 
fluence exceptional customer value percep- 
tions. All coefficients of these variables are 
significant at the 0.01 level (99% confidence 
level), and the overall model is signiticant at 
the 0.01 level according to the model chi- 
square statistic. The "odds ratios" (ExpB) 
suggest that a supplier would be approximate- 
ly 2 to 2% times more likely 1.0 be seen as a 
high value supplier, if it were able to increase 
in any one of the included attributes by one 
unit (i.e., increasing a respondent's perception 
of the supplier's packaging from a 3 to a 4 on 
a 5-point excellence scale). Coefficients of 
three additional productlservice performance 
attributes were also significant at the 0.05 con- 
fidence level (consistent color, consistent 
thickness, and lumber thickness options- 
lumber thickness options being the only sig- 
nificant coefficient negatively related to high 
value). However, the inclusion of these vari- 
ables resulted in only modest gains to the pre- 
dictive power of the model. The number of 
cases correctly classified by this expanded 
model increased only one percentage point 
(78.13% to 79.17%). Therefore, these vari- 
ables are not included in the model presented 
in Table 4. 

In addition, the procedure used to estimate 
the function for the overall sample of hard- 
wood purchasers was repeated for three broad 
buyer segments: furniture and cabinet manu- 
facturers, distribution companies (including 
both wholesalers and retailers), and millwork, 

flooring, and component manufacturers (Table 
5). A supplier's ability to consistently have 
available the species sought by buyers consis- 
tently remains a dominant determinant of cus- 
tomer value across segments. Similarly, pack- 
aging was included in the customer value 
models developed for the furnituretcabinet and 
distribution segments. However, differences 
are seen between segment value perceptions in 
the areas of consistent color and the ability to 
place orders electronically. Furniture and cab- 
inet manufacturers viewed consistent color as 
a significant determinant of customer value. 
Consistent color and texture and grain are very 
highly correlated (0.8 1 ) ;  therefore the inter- 
pretation of consistent color may be more 
broadly defined as an overall evaluation of vi- 
sual appearance (including color, texture, and 
grain). Conversely, buyers in the business of 
reselling hardwood lumber valued suppliers 
able to transact business electronically, al- 
though less than 6% of these respondents ac- 
tually buy on-line. Although it is important not 
to read too much into this finding, the results 
indicate that lumber distribution companies 
operating under increasingly tighter margins 
are beginning to place a higher value on tech- 
nology. A lumber supplier servicing this seg- 
ment who is perceived as having substantial 
e-commerce functionality is at least two times 
more likely to be viewed as a high value sup- 
plier. 

Finally, the role of price in suppliers' value 
propositions should not go unnoticed. In no 
case, overall or within segments, was compet- 
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T A H I . ~  5 .  Segnzent .spec,ific models examining high value .supplier.s. 

E'urniturr/Cahinet Segment (n = 48)? 

Consistent color 
Packaging 
Availability of desired species 
Constant 

Di.\rrihrctiori Scgrnmr ( n  = 74)j  
Packaging 
Availability of desired species 
Ability to place orders electronically 
Constant 

Millwc~rk/Floorin,y/Co~n~~o~~ent Segnlrtlr ( n  = 55)4 
Availability of desired species 
Constant 

' t\rlrn;t(lng Iunctlun cmploycd 15 o l  the Iornr: In[,>( l - p)l = ho - h l Y l  + h?x2 t . . . + h,k, + c. A lorward c o n d ~ t ~ o n a l  stepwlsc procedure w a  used to 
~ d e n t ~ f )  b.~l-~ahlc\ ~ncludcd in each of lhr m<,del\ 
' Modcl Ch-\qu;irr = 30.76 (df = 3. 51- = O 0000). Mudel cos-reclly cnreporwc\ 81'A c r l  iuppl~er, rated hy re\pondcnt\ In the furn~ture/~.ah~nct \ep~nrnt .  
' Mod~.l Ch- \quarc  - 25.84 (df = 3. 518. = 0.0000) Mudel con-rectly cntcgorlre\ 72% of \uppl~ers rated hy respondent? In the d i i t r ~ h u t ~ o n  xgrnent.  

Modcl Ch\-\quarc - 14.68 (dl - I .  \ ~ g  - O.O(X)I) Model correctly catcgoruc\ 6'4% /rol \uppl~cr\ ralrd hy re\pondcnt\ in Ihr m~IIwork/iloonng/componcnl 
\cgcncni 

itive price a driving force in the value equa- 
tion. Although price is an important factor in- 
fluencing the purchasing decisions of respon- 
dents, price was not a discriminating factor 
when it came to identifying high value sup- 
pliers. This finding supports a fairly broadly 
held belief among researchers, that price does 
not create value for customers, thus making it 
extremely difficult-if not impossible-to 
build competitive advantage around a low 
price strategy (Anderson and Narus 1999; Na- 
gle and Holden 1995; Porter 1985). 

CONCLUSIONS 

These results have strong implications for 
both researchers and practitioners. First, al- 
though customer importance ratings are im- 
portant tools for assessing need, this research 
points to potential difficulties associated with 
equating "important" attributes and "value- 
adding" activities. Although consistent thick- 
ness and competitive price were among the 
most important attributes affecting purchase 
decisions, supplier performance on these attri- 
butes did little to influence customer percep- 
tions of high value. Similarly, the ability to 

in current purchasing decisions, but was pos- 
itively related to a supplier's ability to be 
viewed as providing high customer value. Re- 
searchers, and practitioners alike, must be cau- 
tious when interpreting importance ratings of 
respondents. If importance does not translate 
into differentiated value assessments, suppliers 
will be investing operations and marketing 
dollars inappropriately. Especially in the com- 
modity driven market of hardwood lumber, 
suppliers must focus on providing products 
and service that lead to differentiated value in 
order to build loyalty among customers. 

Second, this study suggests that the most 
critical attribute influencing high levels of 
overall value is the consistency with which 
suppliers have the requested species available 
when the customer needs it. As manufacturing 
and inventory systems continue to move to- 
ward just-in-time principles, suppliers most 
capable of providing consistent and compre- 
hensive inputs stand to gain. Just as Ford can- 
not afford to source parts for their automobiles 
from suppliers who are able to meet their 
needs one month but not the next, secondary 
manufacturers and resellers of forest products 

transact on-line plays an extremely small role cannot afford to continue managing countless 
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relationships with inconsistent sources of sup- 
ply. This research suggests that. suppliers with 
the most consistent source of supply will more 
often be viewed as delivering high levels of 
value. Therefore, a strategy developed around 
species specialization may be warranted. For 
example, a hardwood concentration yard may 
reduce purchasing efforts and inventories of 
red oak, in order to redirect resources toward 
long-term relationships with targeted suppliers 
of hard maple. This same supplier may also 
have to consciously decide to distance itself 
from, or disengage in, business relationships 
involving predominately red oilk customers in 
order to provide higher value to a core seg- 
ment of hard maple buyers. 

Third. aesthetic qualities of shipments play 
an important role in distinguishing sources of 
high value supply. Most notably, packaging 
emerged as a significant determinant of value 
in two of the three segments examined, as well 
as in the overall analysis. Given these findings, 
suppliers able to improve the appearance of 
bundles through better stacking practices and 
consistent and branded strappinglmarkings 
stand to significantly improve customer value 
perceptions, and consequently enhance loyal- 
ty. In the short-term, improvements made in 
packaging may be the easiest and least expen- 
sive means of improving value perceptions. In 
addition to packaging, aesthetically based 
sorts-color, texture, or grain pattern-may be 
another way for suppliers to differentiate the 
value of their offerings to specific segments. 
The data suggest that the furniturelcabinet 
buyer segment is responsive to this strategy. 

Finally, this research highlights the neces- 
sity of segmentation strategies. The results in 
this paper reveal distinct differences in value 
perceptions between customer segments. The 
determinants of value can be quite different 
from one buyer to the next. Even among very 
broadly defined segments, the factors deter- 
mining high value varied. Additional research 
is needed to more accurately identify buyer 
segments that share common values. More 
elaborate segmentation methods are needed to 
further segment hardwood lumber buyers by 

geography, product species and/or dimension, 
company size, or operation. Only when value 
is defined operationally, can a firm manage a 
value-oriented strategy-coordinating opera- 
tions, communications, and product position- 
ing around segment specific targets of perfor- 
mance relative to competition. 

LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH 

This study has several limitations, which 
provide useful avenues for future research. 
First, this study makes use of a convenience 
sample. Although it is tempting to generalize 
the above results to other companies operating 
within the hardwood lumber industry, to do so 
would be beyond the scope of the study. Rep- 
lications of this exploratory work incorporat- 
ing statistically valid samples of key lumber 
buying segments would allow for broader gen- 
eralizations to be made. Second, although the 
data suggest that value perceptions of suppli- 
ers are related to purchase volume, additional 
research is needed to better link the concepts 
of customer value, loyalty, and purchase be- 
havior within business markets. Third, this 
study examines issues of product, service, and 
price attributes, in regard to their relationship 
with customer value. While significant rela- 
tionships were surfaced, effects of brand im- 
age, relationship, and trust on customer value 
were not addressed. Future studies examining 
these dimensions in a competitive environ- 
ment would certainly improve our understand- 
ing of the value construct. 

Although the results from this study require 
confirmation from a broader examination of 
purchasers' value perceptions, the author be- 
lieves that practitioners can usefully adapt the 
general principles of this paper in their value 
propositions to customers and prospects. From 
an academic perspective, and in a broader con- 
text, the author hopes that this work will en- 
courage additional research, within the forest 
product marketing arena, improving the field's 
knowledge of customer value measurement. 
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